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Introduction
Hey! Welcome! You are now a proud
owner of an OMEGALAND deck.
Whether you acquired it through trading
beans, bullets or bandages, or pulled it
off some poor soul’s remains, you’re in for
a treat. Being where we are as a species,
you’ll understand the difficulty in finding
a working camera, let alone film or the
chemicals necessary to develop any pics,
so I decided to document my travels
through drawings. Even if I could snap a
shot, I was sometimes involved in heavy
sh**. God knows I wouldn’t want to have a
flash go off next to my head when trying
to hide from a bunch of thugs.
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The events and the people you’ll see here
are all real, but some of it was subject
to my interpretation, I’ll admit. It was
just a way for me to make sense of it all.
This is OmegaLand...and things are pretty
different now that society has collapsed.
We all do what we have to do to survive.
In this booklet, I’ll give you a little
backstory on what’s going on in the cards.
I’ve written a couple of words, little
lessons I guess, to give you an idea of
what I learned from these encounters.
I’ll get into how you can get some
understanding for yourself later on. But
for now, take a look at the cards…

MAJORS
Fool 0

Saw this kid cruising down an unfamiliar
path, being a bit too cavalier about it.
Danger was all around, but he pressed on.
They say fortune favors the bold, I guess
that’s still true even if that boldness isn’t
exactly rational. I didn’t stick around to
see what happened.
INEXPERIENCE, ENTHUSIASM

Magician 1

Some people can thrive in unexpected
environments, but I get the idea this guy
could thrive anywhere. He’s a consummate
tinkerer and can turn seemingly useless
junk into something great. The wheels
in his head are always turning, even if it
doesn’t seem that way to outsiders.
SKILL, ARTFULNESS
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high Priestess 2

Hard to make sense of this woman, but
trust in the fact that there’s much more
to her than meets the eye. I gradually
came to see that she was very good at
discerning the hidden traits of people
that came in contact with her. She is
overwhelmingly intuitive, albeit a little
guarded.
INSIGHT, RETICENCE

Empress 3

Very friendly and down to earth, this
woman is the epitome of warmth. Now,
I’ve met some girls before that have let
the harsh realities of life tear into them,
but this one definitely hasn’t. She’s very
concerned about the well-being of those
around her—their happiness makes her
happy. Good wife and mother some day.
WARMTH, FERTILITY

Emperor 4

This guy is a real hard ass...just check
out the beard. Definitely likes to run
the show—some say he’s a natural-born
leader. During hard times he can really
tap into his inner strength—push through
and endure—until he gets what he wants,
or at least until the situation is less challenging. He’s a very stable and rational
guy, though it was hard to tell what this
guy was feeling, since he never talked
about anything emotional.
ORDER, RATIONALITY

Hierophant 5
Old dude I met was partially stuck in the
old days. He had an earnest voice and he
spoke a lot about tradition and keeping
the past alive. I got what he was saying,
some traditions went through thousands
of years of trial and error and aren’t going
to go away. Sometimes, though, he just
seemed too rigid and unwilling to adapt.
TRADITION, FAITH
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Lovers 6

Seeing two people together happy always
makes you feel good, but it also makes
you think about how very different each
of their lives has been and will be. They’ve
each put the other’s happiness and
well-being on par with their own. A lot of
times that means extra worrying, which is
definitely a drag, but there’s also a lot of
great things to share. Look at me getting
all mushy.
PARTNERSHIP, DEVOTION

Chariot 7

Dammit, they got it up and running! They
told me their plans and I laughed and
said, “Good Luck.” Well, they must’ve
found some ‘cause they proved me wrong.
Admittedly, they did a lot of gut-busting
work, but it sure as hell paid off. Just
think of all the stuff they could do with
this thing.

Strength 8

Gotta be tough, for sure, but you also
need to exercise some restraint; that’s
what I saw here. Patience and compassion
will keep you from feeling like you’re
losing yourself to the savage world
around you. Plus, there are practical
benefits to a light touch.
MASTERY, PATIENCE

Hermit 9

One of the things that remains constant
throughout time is the desire to find truth
within yourself. This fellow, who hadn’t
interacted with another soul in more than
a year, was very collected, super at ease.
There were times when I’ve wanted to do
this, live with just my thoughts, but felt
it was a luxury I couldn’t afford. Might be
worth a try someday.
INTROSPECTION, QUIET

VICTORY, FOCUS
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Wheel of Fortune 10

Most definitely there are things in your
life you can control, but what you see
here is not one of them. I witnessed dudes
entering into direct competition with
each other—and almost entirely resigning
outcome to chance. Some guys won big,
which is nice, but others were met with
total ruin.
CHANCE, LUCK

Justice 11

I still believe people are basically good.
Bad things happen though, and the ability
for some to do bad is as real as ever. I
spotted this scene going down from a ways
away, and knew I’d never make it in time
to help before this sick creep did his deed.
Thank God she freed herself and was able
to turn the tables. I guess there are only so
many times someone can do something evil
before it catches up with them, and good
people are allowed to return to their lives,
effectively pushing civilization ahead.
EQUILIBRIUM, RETRIBUTION
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Hanged Man 12

This dude had his path planned out, but
took a wrong step and found himself
under the thumb of someone you do not
want to have holding power over you. I
saw the poor sap walk off, so I know he
got through it, I just don’t know what he
had to give up to get out of it.
RESIGNATION, SACRIFICE

Death 13

I had a good life. I mean, not everything
was perfect, but it was pretty good. Then
this damn thing happened and changed
everything. I’m optimistic about the
future, but still, sometimes I think about
all that changed that night and how I can
never go back to what was before and it’s
just too much.
LOSS, CHANGE

Temperance 14

You can learn something here. Note the
pulling together of disparate elements,
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blending them together, and getting
something new and useful. It takes some
control, but the level of purity in the
outcome far surpasses the sort of thing
you’d just find lying around.
SYNTHESIS, RESTRAINT

Devil 15

This is one evil son of a b****! He’ll tempt
you with easy solutions and physical
pleasures. You get soft and dependent and
then you turn into a meat puppet. Very
relieved to say I didn’t get mixed up, but
others have not been as fortunate.
Subjugation, abandon

Tower 16

Whoa! What the hell was that?
Destruction, upheaval

Star 17

There’s always some terrible thing going
on somewhere, but that doesn’t mean you
can’t be optimistic. Look at the scenery—
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nature shows that growth is inevitable.
Nature also shows that there’s still
beauty in the world. Don’t forget it.
Faith, hopefulness

Moon 18

I found this girl shaking uncontrollably
and muttering with a hurriedly scrawled
note next to her that read, “What the hell
is this? Night, but what else is there?
Something is inside me, and something
outside. I don’t know what I hear beside
me. Howling.” I went to go find her some
more water, but when I got back she
was gone.
Confusion, Wild

Sun 19

Ah, this is a good memory. The air was
crisp with a gentle breeze and the sun
was shining warmly. A joyful feeling, full
of life and hope. It didn’t hurt that we
knew we’d have full bellies for a couple of
weeks to come.
Productivity, success
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Judgment 20

Done some things in the past I’ve
regretted. Things that seemed justified,
but now I have my doubts. What goes
through a person’s head at a time like
this? “Will anyone care when I’m gone...
does anything matter?” Sometimes
someone returns to give an answer.
Fortunately that’s what happened to me.

MINORS

COINS

Redemption, absolution

World 21

Yes! Here’s where I saw all the elements
coming together. Planning, improvisation,
and sheer willpower made something real.
The feelings of hope and joy I saw on her
face were well-earned.

ACE Coins

Nice! That plan we came up with was spot
on; now we’ve just got to let the rewards
roll in.
Money, valuable possessions

2 COINS

Cycle, accomplishment

Someone I met on a trade route, always
in good spirits, even when times were
pretty tough. Ran into him again today
and I could tell things were really turning
around for him.
Fluctuation
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3 COINS

This fellow, bit of a quiet type, but real
good with thinking on his feet—certainly
not a slacker. Remember him, he’s a very
good guy to have around.
Ingenuity

4 COINS

Scouting the remnants of an office building, I talked with this old mean dude
through a peep hole in the wall in a fortified basement. He’d rather let food rot
than trade it to you— if he thought you
were gypping him. Left him to stew in his
own misery.

6 coins

You could learn a very good lesson from
this guy. Found a place he could make his
own, improved it, and then found a way to
provide people with what they need. It’s
not easy work, but people acknowledge
you when you do right by them.
Capitalism

7 Coins

A lot of planning and hard work was put
into this endeavor, and the payoff was
substantial. Remember, a lot of times
self-sacrifice is worth it in the long run.
Prosperity

Possessiveness

5 COINS

Poor guy, was beat down by the world
and just got too tired to look for a way to
survive. He just totally gave up.
despair

8 COINS

Get creative, dude and pay extra attention
to details! Going your own way is not the
easiest thing, but if you have your sh**
together, stay observant, and get yourself
to the right place at the right time, you
can make something big.
Ingenuity
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9 COINS

KNIGHT COINS

Self-reliance—it’s an important thing
and this girl’s got it. Want to avoid
compromising yourself later on down the
line? Keep cool, keep your head up, and
keep your eyes open to even the smallest
opportunities; they’re important.

Look, he’s a great guy and you can trust
him to come through for you when it
counts...but he’s not the most forward
thinking or creative of dudes. Remember:
terrific ally, but not the best at tasks that
are too far outside the box.

Integrity

Rigidity

10 COINS

Nice setup! Maybe a little more plush
than you or I are used to, but that’s not
necessarily a bad thing. It’s good to see
a family pooling together (resources
and knowledge) to create a place that’s
thriving—even if they may appear a little
soft.
Wealth

PAGE COINS

This dude has some good info; he’s been
all over, both on his own and working
under people. Listen up, he might just be
the man you’re looking for when it comes
to making a little coin.

QUEEN COINS

A super sweet girl, always sympathetic
and approachable. I know from experience
that she’s a good person to have in your
life; she’s always willing to help out a
friend.
Empathy

KING COINS

Serious as a heart attack and as dependable as the tides, this guy is strong, even
in an environment that’s falling to pieces.
Definitely a survivor.
Reliability

Advice
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3 CUPS

CUPS
ACE CUPS

Oh boy, love—it’s great. Happy to say
I’ve felt it before. Knowing if it will last,
though, requires some insight.
Emotion

2 CUPS

I’ve been down in this area before and if
you have too you’ll know it’s very easy to
get turned around. Having someone with
you is a huge help, both practically and
emotionally. I can’t tell you all the times
I’ve missed having that.
Love, connection
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We all know work is work and that it
needs to get done—but every once in
a while you just need a break. Gather
around, chat about the small stuff, opine
on universal ideals, whatever. I mean,
what’s the point of surviving if you can’t
relax once in a while?
Community

4 CUPS

C’mon, man, don’t let yourself fall into
this situation, just thinking you can sit
back and rest on some supposed ‘laurels’
while everyone else busts their humps.
Ask him how his life is—if you can find
him alive after that settlement gave him
the boot.
Apathy

5 CUPS

Never easy when you lose someone close
to you, believe me, I know. I have been
tempted to use this loss as an excuse to
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just give up...and this temptation was
strong, very strong. Don’t want to think
about what I’d have had to do to come
back from that, if I even could.

detachment

6 CUPS

Ah, to be a kid again...able to find fun
in all sorts of bleakness and rubble, and
feeling like there are infinite possibilities.
If you find yourself around children, let
them remind you of this.
innocence

7 CUPS

What’s that they say about things seeming too good to be true? Don’t get complacent, don’t take shortcuts, and dammit,
watch your step.
recklessness

8 CUPS

This was a hard thing to watch. Being
new to that group, I didn’t have too much
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invested. But this poor guy, you could
tell how it weighed on him. I mean, what
could you do? Pickings were getting slim,
it was time to move on. I don’t think he
had prepared himself for what it meant
to give up on something that was once a
source of hope.
despondency

9 CUPS

Good thing going here! Physical security
and creature comforts to boot! You find
yourself in this situation, relax—”Eat,
drink and be merry,” as they say.
pleasure

10 CUPS

I could tell within minutes on meeting
these two that it was the real deal. Love,
friendship, being “partners in crime.” So
many people hope for it, pray it’s still
possible, and here it is being proven. Made
me feel optimistic; there’s still a lot of
good in the world.
contentment
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PAGE CUPS

This guy has always been especially clever
and creative. If you ever find yourself
partnered up with him, trust me, you’re
gonna have a fun time, even if your
mission is serious.
fun

KNIGHT CUPS

KING CUPS

You might get the impression that this
dude is aloof or standoffish—that is not
the case. I would describe him as patient,
reflective, and diplomatic. Not a bad guy
to have in your corner. His rationality has
been a big part of his success.
tact

You know, he looks brutal, but he’s really
sort of a gentle giant. Some say he’s
an”artistic soul” while others call him
a softie. Just don’t count him out—he’s
incredibly insightful.
forethought

SWORDS

QUEEN CUPS

Look at this girl: beautiful, compassionate
and not weighed down by the force of the
world. She’s one of those people you can
just talk to when you need to unload...she
really understands human emotion. She’s
resilient, and that strength rubs off on
other people.

ACE SWORDS

Remember this: it’s all about keeping your
eyes open, being patient, and using your
head. That’s the way I do it and I’m still
kicking.
thought

affection, emotional maturity
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2 SWORDS

I’ve been in this situation before, and
it’s not something I’d want to go through
again—unnerving as hell. I could tell
right away what this guy was thinking;
you can’t go back the way you came and
either way you turn is loaded with possibility for danger. Plus, either way you
turn, you’re shutting out the chance at
something great. It totally sucks.
confliction

3 SWORDS

Oh man, there weren’t even really any
words I could’ve said. Maybe “time will
make this horrible thing a little more
bearable”... but would that have even
helped? I’m just sorry.
sorrow

4 SWORDS

Don’t underestimate the value of rest—in
both preparing for something and as a
way to center yourself after having gone
through some rough stuff. I’ve seen the
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consequences of not doing this, both
physical and mental.
rest

5 SWORDS

I’ve seen this story play out several times
before and it’s never good. Guy caught up
in a bad situation in a hostile environment...and he lets his worst suspicions
take control and turns on his buddies.
If you’re any one of the dudes involved,
consider yourself blessed if you come out
unscathed, although you’re bound to face
some inner turmoil.
discord, hostilities

6 SWORDS

This is the kind of thing you can never see
too often! You think you’re caught up in
a no-win situation, with the only choice
you have not looking promising. You take
it anyway, and guess what? Everything
works out! It’s the kind of thing that
gives people hope.
deliverance
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7 SWORDS

10 SWORDS

This sneaky son of a b****, walking off in
the middle of the night with his pockets
stuffed. Dammit, still makes me mad
thinking about it. If you’re smart you’ll
listen to this: keep your eyes open for
these kind of people and this type of
thing.

I was out one day with a nice pair of
binoculars (I no longer have) when I came
upon a group of people at a distance.
What I saw in those lenses should never
have to been seen by anyone. I got myself
out of there quick. Nothing good could
have come from it.

theft

death, utter DEFEAT

8 SWORDS

Holy God, this is unfortunate. You might
be tempted to say “Poor guy,” but the
sad fact is, he did it to HIMSELF!...a
very possible outcome of giving into
hopelessness.

PAGE SWORDS

He’s young, but he’s got some impressive
skills, being particularly adept at solving
problems that require an analytical eye.
Take my word, he’s also a trustworthy guy.
contemplation

turmoil

9 SWORDS

KNIGHT SWORDS

Sorry to say I know how this feels—sick
to your guts day and night, convulsing in
a bed you pray is in a secure place. The
worst thing is you have no clue on how to
handle it or when it’ll go away.

A man with a razor-sharp intellect who's
always ready to use it, though not
necessarily for your benefit or mine. His
mercurial nature, as well as his aptitude
for machiavellian scheming, means he’s
not someone to piss off.

grief, WORRY

action
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WANDS

QUEEN SWORDS

This girl usually pretty much kept to
herself...but I got to know her a bit. God
is she smart—and has such an interesting
insight on things...and she’s funny!
Getting close to her wasn’t easy, but it
was definitely worth the effort.
wit

KING SWORDS

Having spent some time with this guy,
I would say that the term “natural born
leader” is pretty appropriate. He’s smart,
but also unceasingly moral. His approach
to most things tends toward the rational,
being put off by sentiment and gushy
emotions.

Ace Wands

Let me give you this gentle bit of encouragement: get off your ass and get busy.
You got a plan that might pay off big? Go
do it. You got someone interested in your
skills? Take ‘em up on their offer. And
don’t let things stand in your way.
energy, power

2 Wands

direction

Running into people doing their own
thing, finding their own way is always
nice. Makes you feel optimistic about
the future, humanity...whatever. If you
have the opportunity to get by doing
something new or unique, take it.
adventure
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3 Wands

You know how it feels when you’re at the
beginning of an adventure, a little queasy,
but excited? There’s a reason for that—a
bunch of new places, new opportunities,
but also danger. Keep your head on
straight, but also take risks. No one gets
anywhere by standing still.
improvement

4 Wands

I was honored to be a part of this.
Enjoying the results of a ton of hard
work, sharing it with people close to you.
I think about times like this when I’m
facing tough stuff.
celebration

5 Wands

Keep your head down, your eyes open, and
your back covered. The skirmish you see
here was not an easy one, but these guys
kept at it. Doesn’t mean their side didn’t
suffer any losses, though.

6 Wands

This was something. They brought
everything together: planning, finesse,
improvisation, and determination—with
a bit of luck thrown in too. They jammed
their fists down their enemies’ throats
and crushed their hearts. Not a pretty
sight, but the outcome was definitely a
good one.
triumph

7 WANDS

Real good set-up here; way to keep from
the elements, system for dealing with
attacks, and a jumping-off point for
scouring for resources. I try to emulate
this as often as I can.
solidity

8 Wands

How about this for a lesson: Don’t be a
wimp! Slam your foot to the floor and
shoot on up to where you want to be.
There have been a fair number of people

struggle
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that have missed out because they sat
around making excuses.
speed

9 WANDS

Things looked bad for this guy when I
came upon him, but you know what? He
lasted this long, so that says something.
He gathered his inner strength and held off
his enemy long enough for me to arrive.
persistence

10 WANDS

What was this dummy thinking? He had
something important, something that
could seriously improve the situation, but
man, this was not smart. Not having a
clear understanding of your challenge can
leave you in a vulnerable position.
burden

Page Wands

See this guy with the confident strut and
the wry little smile? The reason for that
is he’s got some information, something
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most people would be in the market for.
He always has good tips. If you meet him,
take him up on his offer.
opportunity

Knight Wands

He might look like trouble, but he’s
actually pretty cool. He’s confident and
quick to act, which, at times, can be a
bit much for some people, but I’ve had
nothing but good experiences with him.
He’s not unfamiliar with going out and
cracking heads, I’ll admit.
assuredness

Queen Wands

I’ve known her for many years...and she
was the same then as she is now: warm,
honest and likable. She is considerably
independent, though—which doesn’t jive
well with some people.
Independence
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King Wands

This is the man to know—he’s got this
(how can I say it?) dynamic presence!
This guy is so clever and creative—it’s like
he can pull success from the ground! Show
him respect and loyalty and you’re good
as gold.
brilliance

USING the cards

Let me break things down for a second.
Imagine you’re scavenging an old
storefront and you find a new-in-the-box
crossbow. You have it set up, the bow in
place and strung, a nice sling, a quiver
full of bolts, and you decide to try it
out, bag yourself a deer. Now, are you
going to read about how to load a bolt or
manipulate the safety while you've got
your prey in front of you? Of course not,
and it’s the same with this deck.

Examine the cards, compare them with
my notes and try to get an understanding
of how the images relate to you and the
surrounding world.

q

Survival Spread

I made up this diagram to give you an idea
of how you can lay the cards out to get a
little perspective.
36
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the GamE

Card 1: Location. Present situation;
where you are now
Card 2: Food. How you sustain yourself
Card 3: Weapons. Your current state of
mind; strategies regarding your situation
Card 4: Fuel. What you need to move
ahead
Card 5: Drink. Your feelings about your
situation
Card 6: Stockpile. What will help you to
be comfortable; planning ahead
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Now as we all know, if you’re gonna go
trudging from your camp to a trading
settlement, scour a ruined city, or act as
a guard on a supply run, you’re going to
want to keep your pack weight as small
as possible. In keeping with that, I’ve
included rules to a game I picked up along
the way that adds some capital value to
your deck. You’re gonna need two or more
friends to play it with—and you have to
decide how many rounds you’re gonna
play before you start. I’ll let you figure
out how to make bets on your own.
Go to www.usgamesinc.com/Omegaland-Tarot
to download and print extra "quick reference"
cards, as well as a play mat, which helps keep
track of card placement during the game.

• The game rules on pgs. 40-46 are for a
3-player game.
• Rules for the 4-to 6-player game are on
pgs. 49-50.
• Rules for a "Free-for-all" variation are
on pgs. 47-48.
39

Quick OvervieW

1.	The player who is dealt the Wheel of
Fortune card becomes the Leader and
determines which suit will be trump,
based on the cards he is holding.
2. 	Round-by-round, each Leader attempts
to win tricks and capture the specific
cards needed to complete at least one
leader GOAL (pg. 43) while his opponents try to prevent him from doing so.
3. 	At the end of each round, all players
evaluate their cards. Points may be
scored by any player, with the leader
scoring more if his goal(s) are met. If
no goals are met, the leader is penalized with negative points.

3-player game
–setup–

1.	Separate the MAJOR and MINOR cards.
(All MINOR cards have a piece of tape
and a color-coded number and/or letter
in the upper left corner.)
2.	Remove all the 2s, 3s and 4s from the
MINORS deck. (These are set aside and
not used in game play.)
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3.	a. Extract the Wheel of Fortune card
from the Majors deck and shuffle it
into the MINORS deck.
b. Deal thirteen cards to each player.
c. The undealt cards are set aside for
now. (These are referred to as the
“Buried” cards.)
4. a. Shuffle the MAJORs deck and deal one
card to each player.
b. Put remaining Major cards on the
table, to form the major draw pile.

–game play–
1. 	The player holding the Wheel of
Fortune card becomes the Leader for
the current round.*
2. 	After reviewing his cards, the leader
determines which suit will be trump
(the most powerful suit for the hand).
3.	Unlike the other two players, the
Leader must try to complete at least
one leader GOAL (pg. 43).
*If no one is dealt the Wheel of Fortune card, a
free-for-all (pg. 47) may be declared. Playing
a FREE-FOR-ALL is not recommended for the first
few hands. The leader may also choose to play
this way, skipping over Steps 2 through 5.
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4. leader Goals are made by:
a. Capturing cards (winning "tricks")
during the round.
b. Combining specific cards (from his
captured cards) at the end of the
round to see if they form any of the
required leader goals.
	So, based on the cards already in his
hand, the leader declares trump. This
gives the other two players a clue as to
which type of settlement the leader
may try to form. (See next page.)
5.	The Leader turns all of the Buried
cards face up, for all to see, and swaps
up to three of them with cards from his
hand—without revealing which cards
he’s putting back into the Buried pile.
The buried cards are shuffled and
placed face down on the table. (They
are basically out-of-play, unless the
special powers of a Death, or Moon
card are used. See Major Powers,
pgs. 50-52.)
6.	The Leader plays the first card, face
up, on the table (the “Trick”) and is
followed, clockwise, by his opponents.
42

LEADER GOALS
Also listed on GOALS card.

OVERLORD: Nine MAJOR cards
ACE IN THE HOLE: All four Aces
IMPERIUM: TRUMP K & Q, and the Fool
SUMMIT: Any ten MINOR court cards
(K, Q, Kn, P)
TRAGEDY: All of the “5” cards or three
of the “5” cards with Death, Devil or
the Hanged Man
SETTLEMENTS
worth an extra

20 points if made

CLAN: (only when Swords are TRUMP)
A, K, Q, Kn and two other cards
from Swords
CONVENT: (only when Cups are TRUMP)
A, K, Q, Kn and two other cards
from Cups
MARKETPLACE: (only when Coins are
TRUMP) A, K, Q, Kn and two other cards
from Coins
CULT: (only when Wands are TRUMP)
A, K, Q, Kn and two other cards
from Wands
43

a. Each player must follow suit (i.e.,
play a card of the same suit as the
first one played) if he is able to do
so OR play his MAJOR card.
	Note: MAJOR cards may be used for
their point value OR for any special
ability they have (not both).
• Some of the MAJOR cards have
special powers, while others do not.
(See Major Powers, pgs. 50-52.)
• When played for points they are not
bound by suit and will win against
cards of equal or lesser point
value, including TRUMP.
b. If a player cannot follow suit, he must
play a TRUMP card (if he has one).
c. If a player cannot follow suit and
he has no TRUMP cards, he may play
any card.
7.	The card with the highest rank wins
the Trick and all three cards are taken
by the winning player (the “Winner”)
and placed face down next to him
(“Captured Cards”).
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The different card piles on the table

Buried
cards

Discard
pile

Major
draw pile

8.	The Winner draws a new MAJOR card
from the major draw pile and does
one of the following:
a. Places it face down with his other
captured cards.
b. If he has not used his Major card, he
may swap it with the new one he has
just drawn. He must then discard,
face up, his original MAJOR card.
c. If he has already used his MAJOR
card, he may add it to his hand. He
must then discard, face up, any card
from his hand.
Note: A non-leader player may only
have one (maximum) playable MAJOR
card in his hand at a time. The leader
is allowed two (maximum).
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9.	The Winner plays the first card of the
next Trick.
10. Repeat Steps 6-9 until there are no
more cards left in the players’ hands.
11.	The leader's opponents turn over
their Captured cards and count the
number of major cards they have.
12. T he leader turns over his Captured
cards and determines if any leader
GOALS have been made.
13.	Scores are tallied using the Scoring
guide (next page).
14.	The next round may now begin. The
new dealer (player to the left of the
previous round's dealer) prepares the
cards, shuffles and deals.
15.	Players determine, as a group, when
they would like the game to end:
•B
 y number of rounds (e.g., after four
rounds the game ends.) Player with
the highest score wins.
•B
 y total score (e.g., the first player
to reach 100 points is the winner.)
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Scoring

Also listed on scoring card
+1......to each Player for every captured
MAJOR card (except the Fool )
+10....to each Opponent if the LEADER
fails to complete any goal
+5......to Leader for completing only
one GOAL
+20....to LEADER for completing
two goalS (add +10 for each
additional GOAL achieved)
+20....extra to LEADER if a SETTLEMENT
is completed
-30.....to Leader for failing to complete
any goal
-5.......to any player in possession of the
Fool card (including the leader)

free-for-all
(game variation)

1.	A free-for-all may be played if:
a. All players agree to play this way
before the cards are dealt
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b. No one is dealt the Wheel of Fortune
card at the beginning of the round
c. The LEADER chooses to play this way
(see pg. 41.)
2.	There is no leader in a free-for-all.
Each player attempts to make as many
goals as he can.
3.	All the Settlement Goals are allowed:
	Example: Player A may score with a
CULT Settlement and player B may
score with a CLAN Settlement.
4.	All MAJOR cards are TRUMP.
5.	Steps 1-6 (pgs. 41-42) are skipped. The
dealer plays the first card of the round.
6.	The player who wins the first TRICK
may examine the BURIED cards and
exchange up to 3 of them with those in
his hand.
7.	The game proceeds as it does in the
standard game.
8.	Points are scored as follows:
+1....for each MAJOR card (except the
Fool)
+10....for each completed goal
-5.....to any player in possession of the
Fool card
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4-to 6-player game
–setup–

1.	Separate the MAJOR and MINOR cards.
2.	If playing a 4-player game, remove and
set aside all the 2s and 3s from the
MINORS deck. (None are removed for
the 5-and 6-player games.)
3.	a. Extract the Wheel of Fortune and
F ool cards from the Majors deck, and
shuffle them into the MINORS deck.
b. Deal out cards. The number of cards
depends on the number of players:
• 4 and 5 players: eleven cards each
• 6 players: nine cards each
c. Set aside the undealt cards. (These
are referred to as the “Buried” cards.)
4. a. Shuffle the MAJORs deck and deal
one card to each player.
b. Put remaining Major cards on the
table to form the major draw pile.

–game play–
1.	The player holding the Wheel of
Fortune card becomes the Leader.
2. The player holding the Fool card
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	becomes the FOLLOWER and is
partnered with the LEADER against
the other players.
• T he FOLLOWER will score half of the
leader's total score, plus one point
each for every additional major card
he has.
• I f no one was dealt the Fool, the
LEADER may retrieve it from the
Buried cards and hand it to the
player of his choice, who then must
bury one card.
3. 	The FOLLOWER passes any three cards
in his hand to the LEADER and receives
three from the LEADER in return.
(Note: opponents do not pass cards.)
4. 	Game proceeds as described in the
3-player rules. See Steps 2 to 14, pgs.
41-46.	

major powers

Also listed on major powers card.
Cards may be used for the point value of
the card OR for the POWERS listed below.
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0—Fool: Worth -5 to player holding it at
end of the round.
1—Magician: May be used to retrieve one
of your captured minor cards to play in
the current TRICK. Discard after use.
2—High Priestess: May be used to
retrieve one of your captured major
cards to play in the current TRICK.
Discard after use.
3—empress: Play with a Cups or Coins
card to add +5 to its value. Draw a new
MAJOR card.
4—EMPEROR: Play with a Wands or
Swords card to add +10 to its value and
then draw a new MAJOR card.
6—the lovers: Show three of your cards
to your ally. Draw a new MAJOR card.
Play at any time.
Note: In a 3-player game, the two
players going against the leader are
allies. In a 4-to 6-player game, the
leader and follower are allies.

7—CHARIOT: Play immediately after an
opponent takes a trick to steal the
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 inner’s just-won MAJOR card.
w
Discard Chariot and place the new
major in your hand.
10—Wheel of Fortune: Discard at any
time for a new MAJOR card.
11—justice: Play immediately after an
opponent takes a trick to play the
first card of the next TRICK. Draw a
new MAJOR card.
12—Hanged Man: (Leader only) May be
played to end the round. Leader scores
a flat -10, and his opponents score
zero.
13—Death: Play with another card to
kill any opponent’s card in the TRICK.
Draw a buried card.
15—Devil: Randomly select two cards
from an opponent’s hand and replace
them with two cards from your hand.
16—tower: Discard all the cards in the
current TRICK.
18—The moon: When played in a trick
you may force an opponent to discard
one card from his hand and replace it
with a BURIED card.
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